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Hampton bay lighting manuals

NM2005 - hello, I have one of these remote controlled ceiling fan/light fixtures in my house. He took another ceiling fan. When the installer installed it, it advised us not to turn off the fan/light using the existing wall switch that controls the previous fixture. He said doing so would eventually ruin the remote sensor that could communicate with the fixture. We're controlling it through
the remote control unit. My H_ome D_epot so the store working in this area also purchased fans who need to get customer service number and/or website information by asking people. As far as the unit receives a closed model/serial number, it most likely means that in the floor area connected to the ceiling - you need to temporarily pull down the fixture to get information. I am
sure that you will not receive any troubleshooting assistance from the manufacturer without information. I hope this gives you some help - good luck! Jim D/West Point, VA was able to track some phone numbers as I was having the same problem. Hampton Bay Customer Service : 877-527-0313 for engine problems. General Home Products : 877-898-1881 For remote working
problems. Turn off the power and turn the fan off switch on the pressed plug for 10 seconds in 30 seconds and I suffer for months and in two seconds, it resets just solved my remote problem! Thank you for taking the time to submit this solution! Our remote doesn't have an off switch that doesn't work for me, do you have any other suggestions? If my fan and light work open them
with the key but you can't control anything, the light is on and the fan is high. I have been struggling with this fan remote control forever, 10 seconds the fan worked by holding down the off button! Thanks! Thank you for the aftermath. I have a wall mounted remote (uses 9V battery) which stopped working. I replaced the wall mount battery but nothing. Then this post followed (then
closed breaker, then held the wall control off button for 10+ seconds in 30 seconds) and it works again. Thanks! Fan controls work on my remote control, but not the light. You know how everyone fixes this? No matter what I try, press and hold on/off, turn off button, etc., the remote control fan does not turn on. I hear the fan one click i press the back button remotely, but still the fan
does not turn on everything I work except low speed. I tried the power-off/fan-off reset technique but it didn't help. (I turned off the power on the wall switch - was it supposed to be this or circuit breaker? .... Which is two floors away! In my mid-70s, can I fly two flights in 30 seconds? Hmmm ....) After reading the messages I tried the power off/on and it didn't work by pressing the off
button but I had changed my wife's reception that the remote control fan should be synced to the sensor and she noticed that the code moved one He moved back in and tried the fan and is now working. I didn't get my fan remote work for a while ... It had been meticulous and the response to the buttons stopped. The red light seemed to be dying because I tried to change the
battery, but it didn't work. I played with small immersion switch things on the back of the remote control next to the battery .... But when I find out they didn't do anything, put them back in the original position. After the immersion switches were in the right position, I turned off the light switch and held the OFF button for 10 seconds. Then I switched on the light switch and the remote
control started working again! Thanks!!! The tip worked for me which was posted about power off and back holding the fan button. Thank you for sending it! My Hampton Bay fan stopped responding to the remote control. I did what you said with the stop button, and it worked!!! Thanks!!!! The Internet is really great sometimes! - Jess works to run our fan remote fan but light in NYC.
For a while you can get it to work by pressing another button at the same time with the light button, but it no longer works. I have a new remote, just like the old one. I didn't install the new receiver that came with it, but the new remote works the same as the old one: this fan works but not the light. I tried the reset cheat given here but it didn't work. Help? I tried the 10-second
holding trick of the Fan Off button and it fixed it!!!! Incredible! We've been suffering for six months because of this!!! Thanks! I have the same problem as Fishppp. The fan works, but not the lights. Is there a solution? I Googled how to fix it. The crusher was shut down for about 30 seconds. Postponed for 10 seconds, nothing. Pulled ceiling fan cable, and now works all but the light
switch. I'm just really happy to have the fan back! Thanks!! It worked like a charm thank you! I wonder how many people changed parts or the whole fan, because they didn't know about this reset. I have a Hampton Bay fan/light unit. He stopped working. I tried turning off the circuit breaker for a minute, then turned it back on, then pressed and held the light or fan button for 10
seconds. Nothing's going on. Do you have any suggestions? John Ive worked EVERYTHING and I am finally in my intelligence with this sensor and remote. The off switch did not work for 10 seconds after reversing the breaker. The new sensor instructions say make sure it is fanmanuel at the highest setting with the towing cable - how can I tell if the fan is high if you will not turn it
on without the remote control?? (its never connected up to any key, only uses remotely) Any help is appreciated! Thanks! Ive worked EVERYTHING and I am finally in my intelligence with this sensor and remote. The off switch did not work for 10 seconds after reversing the breaker. New sensor instructions say make sure it has the highest tune fan via towing How can I tell if it is
high if the fan will not turn without remotely?? (its never connected up to any key, only uses remotely) Any help is appreciated! Thanks! I tried to turn off the crusher, the fan was hurtful holding the off button for 10 seconds and nothing returned ... the light works but the fan is not Wow! I went last summer without a fan! I can't believe it worked by holding the button for 10 seconds.
Thank you, guys!!! There's no need to spoil the food. Just point away for the fan and thank you for the aftermath of keep the fan off for ten seconds! I don't have an off switch to the fan, just a button for the loop with fan speeds. After turning it on, I tried to hold down the button for 10 seconds and it worked, but it worked, but at low speed, so I adjusted the remote control so that the
next press was at high speed, I tried to turn it off and on, and I held down the button for 10 seconds and it was great!!! Good information! The wall button has an off switch. That's my problem! Thank you for the information!!!! This topic also got my remote back to the action, AND it was now less than 10 minutes when hamilton bay ceiling fan googled remote issues when I write this
comment! Wunderbar alles! Arbeit macht Frei! I googled the model number and found this post. Follwed directions and bam!!! Worked!!! Thank you so much for your help! I'm a mechanic and I've handled a lot of fan issues. Super easy fix that no one here seems to mention here (believe me, I see this quite often): Symptoms: the fan works but not the light, or vice versa, or the fan
just doesn't work at low speed, or nothing works at all. Possible cause: Someone who doesn't know better pulls tow chains or chains. Cause: Fans with manual tow chain switches (most common) tow chain switches are wired in series with remote receiver unit. This means that if the tow chain switch (OFF) is in position, the remote control cannot power the fan motor or light.
Correction: On the remote control, press the fan (HIGH), and then press the light (ON). Then pull the chains until the light comes in and the fan works high. If there is no response to the fan doing so, there is a different problem. Crusher 30 s off. He kept the light off for 12 seconds. You have started to work with your remote knowledge - Hampton Bay Home Designs Altura 56 and
68 fan for a manufacturer loading video may have some use. Remote reset instructions begin with the 2:46 p.m. sign. While this did not solve my problem (I believe that a power surge is short of my remote receiver) it shows the full process. I personally don't think you have to deal with anything on the breaker panel and I worked as an electrician for about 6 years. Turning off the
power supply in the wall switch should do the job as long as you use it dimmer type switch - (you should not use it at all with this fan). Anyway, I hope you find this additional information useful. It is not necessary to change the dipswitch settings on your PS-remote control. The process will remotely find out if your receiver is working properly. The reset method worked for me, but
only after I bought the most powerful 9v battery I could find. I'm glad I got it fixed. Thanks! My remote use stopped working after only 3 weeks and this method worked for me. Thanks! The fan is on (full speed) and the light is off. I don't think the fan or the lights are on. He's been running at speed for three days. He just bought the remodeled unit and doesn't have a wall key. I can't
find any hurtful to turn off the fan. Do you have any suggestions? I've tried all the above, nothing works. I have separate wall switches with two fans remote control. They both went out at the same time. I left home with the fans =, neither the fan nor the lights turned. This isn't for me. However, I know why people are having this problem. You leave the house knowing the fans are
working and they come back, but they're not. Your house has lost power for whatever reason and everything is abrasive. I was around when it happened. Unfortunately none of these steps do my fan business. I will try. Someone has previously posted this: PS- changing remote immersion switch settings is not required. This will find out if your remote receiver is working properly.
For my model, it was absolutely necessary. I tried the reset method using the off button with no luck. When I opened the fan to look at the receiver, there were immersion switches with different settings than the immersion switches in the battery compartment on the remote control. Once I changed the settings away for the receiver match it worked well. Remotely my model is
UC7083T. Worked for me after about sync bottoms in distance. Thank you very much. I bought a new fan, but before it was installed maybe I just thought about it from a distance. So I took a replacement. Then you can see the whole installation process and also make the new fan. I went on this site and we fixed it. Thanks a lot. Thank you for all the suggestions! That's the constant
for me in the end: the fan speed worked remotely, but the light wasn't turning on. I tried everything, including pulling the chain then pressing the far light button. What was eventually corrected was to hold down the light switch on the remote control while pulling the light chain several times. Holding him down was the key. Hooray! A few months ago I had tried the power/off button
reset process and it worked great. Remotely stopped working again this week and I tried several times on three different days with no results until tonight. This time he started working again, but he left me with a new problem. When you turned off the wall button, I held the off button for 10 seconds. it's working and the light's back on, but the light's not turning off. I had to repeat the
whole process over and over again to release the light. The last time I didn't open it. Do you have any ideas that could fix this? If the reset doesn't work, try changing the remote control and receiver code (bottom switches) - this worked for me. Thanks!!! That worked for me, too! My medium speed button is actually my high and high button meduim .... Any idea to try? How do you
know what the correct code is for the immersion switch? BV014383 Your suggestion worked. I turned the remote back on and looked at the keys and noticed that I had hit one of them as I was changing the battery. I moved it back and everything went back to normal. Thanks! 'Hold down the OFF button for 10 seconds' worked like a taliser. It helps to warn your wife that you're
about to cut the power. It also helps to warn the cat that you are about to run up to 2 flights up the stairs in 1/2 darkness at top speed. I don't see my paricular problrm. The light's on by itself. I can find no instructions about the use of the light timer button or light delsy button. The fan was installed about 3 years ago. This problem began as soon as the month. Appreciation of
thoughts and suggestions, BV009113 October 3 2015 | 09:45 Turn off the power and hold down the fan off switch for 10 seconds in 30 seconds by turning it on and resets this worked!!!! We haven't had a fan working for over a year!!!! I don't have a key that goes to any chain or my ceiling fan ... My light is jammed and my remote control won't turn it off. I need to remove the bulbs...
My fan works in all three modes. Any suggestions? UVWRF-2 Please check your switches on the remote control! He accidentally moved up once and left the other down while changing batteries. After noticing that a pass key is not set correctly, I moved to the second pass to the correct location and now everything works again. Thank you for sending it neither worked nor worked
for each of you. I was able to figure it out based on your advice! Thanks again... Thank you BV0009113 for instant fix for my 2 dead remote controls. I came up with about 2 perfectly working HB fans down for a ceiling restoration job. After reins of them, the remote controls were both dead (batteries OK). I even found the old post and got immediate redemption for my fans. My fan
was not responding to the remote control. I went to the breaker box and everything seemed fine. I have already turned off the key to that room and returned and the fan is open by himself and now responds remotely! Thanks for the tip My fan runs at all three speeds and can be on and off with remote control. However, my light no longer responds to the remote control that turns off
the off switch. I then turned off the crusher and then fan away I tried the suggestions I tried There is still no response when using the button for light, except to use the button and wall switch for 30 seconds. I changed the battery and checked the passcodes inside the remote. This problem began when our power vibrated during the storm, and in the middle of the night, when the
light came on unexpectedly. Since then, the remote light switch no longer seems to work. Do you have any ideas? This also tried my Hunter fan ... Thanks a lot! My daughter had a problem with both the light and the fan stopped working. By lifting the battery cover on the remote control, it was open that the battery could move forward and back with a slight swelling. In a hunch, I
noticed that all four immersion switches were in the forward position, where would they all be if the battery had hit them. So I reestassed to the rear position on the right, where the battery is closest. Both the light and the fan are now working. Thank you so much for the big tip, I was trying to do a lot of things to get fixed and thought about calling an electrician. But he gave it a
recent experiment on Google and this post was found. Very helpful, thanks again where can I get a new remote control for my Hampton Bays ceiling fan? The dog chewed on ours and the fan doesn't turn off. The fan runs remotely and its batteries are replaced. The fan's spinning and the light's working. There's no remote answer, and both seem to be working. Fan's a Hampton
bay and he's probably 10 years old. I don't see any off button remotely 8 June handyman cheat my problem solved!! There was no remote reset. I had to do it 3 times but after I tried to turn off the 30s circuit breaker for me pressed the off switch for 30 s. Does everyone know if there is a sensor inside the ceiling fan that may have been removed or damaged? We did a kitchen
restoration and worked well before the fan and remote, but it doesn't work after electricians reinstalled it remotely. They just came to try and fix it and told us that the sensor does not seem to be the fan. I'm not sure they know anything, and I've tried all the reset solutions posted here but I've lived on my Hampton Bay remote control/receiver for about 15 years and love it didn't work.
He stopped working the other day. i have tried all these power off/reset sequences many times and believe that I just died. Great news - I can buy the same unit for amazon $20. There are video uploads ... and finding a 'sensor' for the above post, the receiver looks videos that are placed in the hub by the ceiling, so it should be easy and inexpensive, remedy. Maybe yours showed
up and disappeared in the renovations? He moved into a new houseand the remote control stopped working for us. I have tried all the recommended fixes here but nothing works. I don't know the buyer's code because I don't edit. My remote has the first three keys. Fourth down. How do I know this doesn't have to accidentally multiply the remote control code? I don't see a way to
control the receiver's code without somehow dismantling the fan ... At this point, I'd rather throw this thing away. I tried this suggestion to power off the fan and then holing the on and down the fan off button remotely and it worked. Thank you for the helpful tip! Wow, I was getting ready to go online and ordered another receiver for the fan when I tried the power off &amp; then back
on &amp; hold to stop button for 10 seconds. Worked!!!! I THANK YOU!!!! I was about to order a backup from Amazon and found one that said after the power was off and waiting close to the fan back while keeping the power off button. It worked, I made $45 to change it. My husband gave my son a dusting chore of ceiling fans. Then, for some reason the remote control (wall
mounted and the only way to run fans and light) never worked again even after the battery changed. We have lived with this topic for at least a year and decided to check online today. THANK YOU for sending this solution. First to flick the remote control by holding down the fan button, then holding the off button for 10 seconds. In fact, I did it several times (several battery tests).
Finally, I went and the cutter switch turned and turned upstairs ... very much my surprise and pleasure fan was working perfectly!!! You have no know how comforting this is for me. We're here for a home exam, and that's one more thing I can erase my list of. Now, any idea of how to replace the divided railway fence tracks (i.e. cutting ends in size?) Thanks again! Fan running, no
key, no chain, just remote control. The light will not fade. I've tried all these tricks over and over again, but there's no dice. Any suggestion is that I throw something that works otherwise well and I'm not sick of hundreds of dollars of waste. I put the brand new remote battery n down (up four) turned the first immersion switch on the left and went woohoo lights! And the fan started
working! Everything! Hooray for me, my problem was the immersion switch. Two up, three down. Once three changed down to the left and the right one runs again years after using it up or (off) remotely! Okay, so after trying again and again to solve the problem. I decided to remove the battery from the old remote and check the positioning of small white immersion switches. To
my surprise, I thought my new remote immersion switches were all positionED ON, however, because to work in the new remote I didn't have to position immersion switches up, up, down, up to the same location from the old remote ...... I reposition the immersion switches on the new remote control, cut the fan, and then Being 30 seconds, I edited the Fan Off button for 10
seconds as mentioned in the previous post and processed my fan TAM. So make sure your immersion switches are in the right position, because that's what programmes your fan. I hope this helps. Good luck! His bottom key was taken remotely from a picture&gt; Manual chain OFF. I pulled up to run HIGH (the fan engine was running ok). Then, after performing the above 30-
second reset, the remote control works perfectly. Thank you, all of them. Breaker off for a minute .... -n.... Let it wait 10 seconds.... presto works. Reset didn't work for our fan. We read in the manual that the radio transmitter and radio receiver must have the same code. In the process of revealing the electrical cable plug and checking the connection of all cables, we feel that the
cables are loose. All together and now the fan works well. I have the same problem as BV018837. The fan is working and the light is on. The remote control will turn off and turn on the fan, but it will not work in the light. I can't thank you all enough! A few months ago, we bought a house with remote-controlled fans and we couldn't figure it out. We have published several used tips
and have them working. He saved us from wearing fans. Wow!!! You ROCK -- you solved my problem in 40 seconds. I almost thought I should throw away the fan. These fans have two and remote controls will control eveything but automatic control to adjust fan speed as temp heats or cools. Does any of them have that problem? I, like BV016458, do not have an OFF s button
remotely. His instructions worked very well. The wall switch pwr was off, waiting about 12 seconds while holding down the fan button with the indicator bar showing speed. He opened the light switch. Still walking over the fan holding the button down and moved around the fan close by. Then he pulled the chain and came to my light, even though it wasn't my fan. Still holding down
the fan button I turned the switch to change the direction of the fan and then pulled the fan chain again, voila! It's magic. It takes calm patience. Tks BV016458. There are three of these fans. Two of the three stopped working a few months away. I tried the recommended numbers and nothing worked. I finally got two new buyers. The problem now is that there is both a remote
response from both fans (one in a family room and other in the bedroom). How do you get them to respond to separate remote controls? I turn off the power and then turn on the power and press and scan the fan off switch on the remote control for 10 seconds!!!! HAMPTON BAY LAZERRO II FAN ON HIGH CAN'T ADJUST LIGHTS DIM &amp; ON HIGH WORKS FINE How TO
GET FANS /OFF &amp; ADJUST FROM REMOTE??? RESPONDING THANKS immersion key trick worked for me. I must have run every time he dropped it. this was no help that I need to do business now started flashing my fan control and everyone had this problem when I put in new batteries and couldn't work I had the same problem? I moved down 2 bottom switches (all
others left) and finally tried! You didn't have to turn off any power or hold down the buttons for 10 seconds. I've already tried that, and none of it worked. 2 bottom switch worked like a charm down! Thanks!!! Reset tried! Thank you, my constant was small code buttons inside my battery case! Ok I see the questions but accidentally no fan off button anyone can tell me how to check
this is doing shit for my fan perfect light I can't get dip switch I don't see thermostatic remote control answers If nothing works, my son asked me for a new one that this fan gave me. All bottom pins down. That's what I'm doing. I let the lights go. Are there two light-reds that blue and white need to be connected to each other? BV009113: Your reset recommendation was great!
Thanks! How do you know what the original remote code was? Hold down the on button. The lights shone once and now everything is working properly! Thanks for the help! There is a light switch on the wall and no cables fall with just Hampton bay says remote control. My room and girls have the same dip code in the room and we check both (super annoying). I read it after that, I
tried everything, but it doesn't work. Can anyone help fix it? How can I arrange a different dive? Do I have a bottom code to disassemble to find in the fan? My ceiling fan has been driving me crazy and off while trying to get a lot of fans and light for a week from a distance. I tried the reset end of turning the breaker button off and turning it back on and turned the breaker back on, so
I pressed and held the remote off button for 10 seconds within 30 seconds. My absolute amazement remotely works well now and my frustration is over. Thank you for this wonderful tip. Bob in Florida. The reset worked. Thanks! You are the best.... RESET tried!! Okay, there's a weird one. My remote control is working... Turns,3 speeds but causes the first two speed fans to make
a snaning sound, high speed thin, no noise. And this week the reverse work stopped ... It just goes to higher speed unless I'm already at high speed. I tried the shutdown trick, but it didn't work. I don't think it's one of the little keys because it's a problem. It doesn't just go wrong and makes noise at the first two speeds. This is a new development. I also put the new battery. What is
going on? Nothing works for me. Other suggestions?!?! 8-month unit. I tried the cutter off and light off button options by holding down the cut button in advance and re-running the breaker. It also worked in the 30-second window after the just hold power button option. Same problems. support and no receipt warranty means free SOL under spare parts. The funny thing is, yesterday
I set up a new Hampton Bay in an empty room. The panel was poorly labeled and flipping 15 amp cutters and off finally allowed me to find the necessary private room ... However the cutter for the room I am having fan problems is on and off. No coincidence, I guess. How can it be so meticulous on such a simple light switch, or it's off or at the cutting level! I turn off the wall switch
for 30 seconds and then turn it on and start working remotely in my fan/light control ... thank you so much for this advice ... It's working again!!!! We just installed one that we bought quite a long time ago and didn't get the remote control to function properly. I finally discovered that the reverse key was broken, and when we took the slide that covered it, it actually shattered. Spare
switches are inexpensive both through ebay and amazon. ZE-209-22 part number. Thank you for the information. Sitting in the house for my old mom and remotely stopped working on their fan. I saved the day I was remotely advised here about the immersion switches by the battery! Since it is 10 feet from the ground, the fan is not easily accessible. I have remote code but do not
know how to set the number 0508. The fan is 10 feet from the ground, so it's inaccessible. How do you set the remote control for 0508? The best 10 seconds I've ever spent! Thanks for the tip! It worked like a taliser! So I tried different permutations, and in doing so I managed to crack one of the DIP switches. I'm not sure if you broke it in the original or modified location. However,
it passed these steps (after breaking the switch): (0) Put a new 9V battery (I had already done it). (1) Then the power for the fan in the wall switch is off. (2) Waited about 30 seconds while holding down the FAN OFF button. (3) Turn on the light button while holding the FAN OFF button. (4) While still holding down the button, the fan walked over and the fan was moved from close
distance. (5) Pulled the light chain and the light came but the fan did not. (6) Still pulled the fan chain by pressing the fan off button and the fan started. Worked! It's still working! Thank you, everyone, and good night, everyone. The type worked by using a power-off solution. Remote control synchronized. I once used it to turn off and burn the vantilative. Then there's no more
communication. I tried three times, the same results tried this trick! Hold down the Fan Off button on the remote control for 10 seconds. And bum! It's working again. Thank you for the aftermath. You've been really helpful. I tried off the power and held it for 10 seconds solution and it worked for a while. It's often dragged. Now he's completely dead, and it's time to replace him.
Amazon sells a replacement for the FAN 9T remote control made by Hampton Bay, a mounting ceiling fan. Search: Eogifee Ceiling Fan Remote Control Hampton Bay FAN9T Replacement. Please make sure that the original remote control is marked on the rear FCCID: L3HFAN9T, if the original remote control is inconsistent, I don't get it. I hope this helps the others. Aloha,
Thunder Bv009113... Thank you very much. I don't know if this is going to help everyone, but I was having the same problem. My fan would work but the light wouldn't go on. I discovered after a few months that I didn't just have a light in my bedroom that the ceiling fan didn't have led lights in it. One LED may be made, but the other must be incandescent. Why I have no clue of
this but I would be thinking to share in the case that helps someone else trying to figure out why my light is stuck ... I changed the batteries and the fan works just fine. It's a thermostat that doesn't have a remote fan chain light switch. Can someone help me? Both have stopped working 2 fanvars. One of them started working when I turned off the button and held down the power
button. The other one didn't, so I turned the breaker over, and the second one was working. Thanks!! Wow! after 2 years of no light on my dining room table and just a fan running high! Thank you, people! It's a big thread but I wanted to add my 2 cents. I have a remote Hampton Bay TR220A fan - a universal fan used to sell home depot remotely. All I had to do was reset my circuit
breaker and I was back at work. I don't have a wall button. I didn't have to hold down the buttons on the remote. I cut the power and held the power button for 30 seconds. I've got the power back on. The fan came back with power but now works again from a distance. Thanks for the help these tips tried to stop working, despite no changes to the battery and immersion switches
remotely for me ... Either the light and the fan are running, or both are off, the wall key. The fan makes it cold in winter. However, I can access the tow chains, so from now on, the old-fashioned way. Then the power went out. He held down the button for 10 seconds. Tried. Also all other fan wall switches turned into TOUR. Okay, I've tried everything. I found my immersion keys.
They're asleep. I tried a 10-second reset. Don't go. I changed light bulbs and batteries. I have a second fan because it works remotely and works on it. Remote control is good. The bottom keys match. The 10-second off switch didn't work. What is it now?? I need 2 new fans because I have the same fans in a room. The Model 68-ATR is controlled only by the fan, a wall switch (no
dimmer). There is the old white remote control, and now, it has been stuck on the MED setting for 4 years. My parents gave up a long time ago, but now that I've moved back, I wanted to give it a try. God, the rabbit hole I went down. It's sad that they don't remember anything about it. I've tried every method here, it's not I'll call Home Depot tomorrow. He fixed my fan/remote
control by turning off the breaker and then turning it back on and holding down the remote control button. Thanks. I've lived in my house for almost five years. Haven't I ever had a problem? What are some of the reasons why this is going to happen? Thank you very much. We suffered. I thought we needed a new button. You saved the day!!! I separated the remote and cleaned the
circuit board with a cloth. Whalah Work 100% now (quite relieved) I took it from a separate distance and cleaned the circuit board by deleting it with a cloth. Whalah Study 100% help now (quite relieved) ! Hampton Bay ceiling fan with remote TR171A. I can't find out how to reverse for winter/summer. I've tried everything from You Tube to breaking the open remote control. No fan!
Do any people know? Tracy Ok .... So what exactly worked for me. 1. I turned off the power for the unit (cutter). 2. After 5 seconds I opened 3 power packs of cutters. After 5 seconds, I held the Fan OFF button 12 seconds to 4. After 5 seconds I held down both the fan OFF and Fan HIGH buttons for 4 seconds after. At this point the light was on and the fan started low while I was
pressing the buttons. I let go of the buttons and the remote was working perfectly. Apparently you need to unpair it before you can match it (step 4). YMMV good luck customer service, which owns Hampton Bay is Home Depot, is an absolute joke. The first time, I had a completely rude lady. Then I'm going to call back and ask for a manager to file a complaint. That lady put me on
hold right away, says something, and then immediately put me on hold and didn't give me a chance to say anything. When he came back, I said it would be good to give something a chance to say something before putting it on hold for another 15 minutes. He's a police attitude and then says nothing, he just quietly stays on the phone. I'm calling the corporate office, and they got
burned with the wrong person. My fan light never work during it during. However, the fan was working most of the time with the remote control. I thought there was a problem with the receiver/remote control so instead of both receiver and remote control. The fan was always working with the remote control. However, the fan light still did not work with the remote control. I checked
the wires, but everything seemed fine. At this point, I started googling and found a recorded video of Ryan Hinz . Ryan, thank you!. In summary, the problem was an inflated fuse inside the light slipper that prevented the light from adizing and turning off the moment. I changed the insurance and everything. It's great now. Problem solved!! For me the fan had a light problem and
would not turn it off with the remote control. In addition, 3 fan speeds could not be controlled with the remote control. They just couldn't turn off the light. Eventually the wall was closed then open again, the low speed button on it began to work. The fan operation is all 3 speeds, so the light is off with the remote and turned back on with the remote control. Turn everything off with
remote control and tested remote controls.... Everything I have HB Altura 68 works no light, remote model isKUJCE 10010. I tried very hard if not all of the tips in this feed without success. You should consider any hint or a new reciever model MR77a. After switching the bulbs on my fan, they can now turn them off/on with the remote control. We put the LED so we have new non-
LED in case this problem is. There's no chance. The fan has no tow chains. The fan still works great with the remote control. Only lights that don't work with the remote. There are no tow chains for fan fans or lights, so I can't cheat the tow chain. Any suggestions will be welcomed. I have reset multiple permutation remote recommendations. Since the fan still works with the remote
control, I know dipsticks are in the right places. Holy Cow! Worked. However my fan will not go higher than the lower speed. Only the Hampton Bay 52 Southwind fan is wired according to instructions. I can hear the receiver by clicking with remote inputs but no fans and no light. The immersion switches are mamed correctly. I have tried many times to fix the 10 second fan off
button reset and still no joy. We'll be happy to help you with anything. My 54 Windward II didn't work with the remote control for a while. I opened the remote and checked the batteries. 2 good and 2 low. Put in new batteries and noticed that an old battery had been leaked. Clear. I noticed that all 4 code keys are in the up position. #1 down the button. The fans are here! Timers
work, but light doesn't work. The light vibrates and the fan stops if it is on the fan. I tried c/cutter idea shutdown and once I came up with no tremors but then the tremor went back??? I think the light assembly will try the next fuse. A beer first! Bob I wanted to add the comments per comment on February 23 and instead of insurance as the recommended video below. Obviously no
of the other suggestions were going to work at all if the insurance blew, so thank you all after 8 months with no working light - the fan I just check the fuse if you have a remote immersion switch and a dip switch switch switch from a remote distance (with new batteries) is working now. :) Can anyone share the 'right positions' of dipsticks - I know it shouldn't matter, but it's important
mentioned for the SB Model 7083T. And since I tried all voodoos everyone has posted and still can't reset I just want to try a ... (We recently bought the house and didn't know if dipsticks were replaced before we moved in.) The fans and lights are on. I lost my remote. I found one of the ebay that looks like identacle. Can it work? I found one of the ebay that looks like identacle.
Can it work? My fan keeps speed switching and turning on the light on its own! Do you have any suggestions?! Omg everyone!!! My down light switch either doesn't work and reading all these answers I tried a few combinations and what worked here!!! After turning off the switch for 30 seconds, turn the switch back on and immediately turn off the light at the same time and hold
down the off button. You'll see the light begins to turn off. When it is completely closed, you can turn on your fan!!!! I'm so happy to read this page! I have a Hampton Bay ceiling fan in my kitchen. You've stopped working for months? No remote sensing we are changing the battery so that the lights are on remotely but the fan and fan light are not responding? What is the position of
the small switches inside the remote control or can anything work? Not only does an HD 68 Altura installed fan stand on its own and will also change direction. Do you have any ideas? I have a similar problem that will not work remotely, but it will work briefly if you turn off the light switch for a few seconds after opening it remotely. I tried to turn off the switch for a minute then
holding the fan off button for 10 seconds and only worked for a short time as well. The proposal for BV016557 was in place. Amazingly such an obvious thing did not come despite me being wired something and knew that everything had to be manual in the position. Thank you BV016557! It's not just the light, I'm impressed. This solution solved my fan/remote control problem.
Thanks! Thanks! Hold the crusher reset and fan off button for 10 seconds worked for me too. I really thank you for the tip. Halogen 100w/120v bulbs are working in two separate types (brands), while a Hudson Bay ceiling fan has changed my burnt bulb, but given the light is significantly dimmer. There is no dimmer, and the light is similar to the beautiful food in the city. It's almost
dark, it's completely different from the light we were given when we moved in. Is the bulb a problem or hit some setting that should not be when changing the bulb? On the back of the remote control there are four small switches next to the battery, I passed them all down and tried again , it can be different for other people, just play with them . That's great! We paid an electrician to



install and about a month later there was a power outage due to the storm. After that, it was never bright again. Oaying couldn't wait for the electrician to go out again so the research began. This solution and voila, found work again! Thank you very much, thank you.
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